Designer Series Inground Liners

PREMIUM INGROUND SWIMMING POOL LINERS

WHAT IS THE

DESIGNER
SERIES?

The Designer Series was created through extensive
market research directed towards consumers of the
21st century. Custom-designed to complement your
deck, coping or water feature - the Designer Series
provides contemporary, detailed and elegant patterns
specifically created to enhance your backyard oasis.

It began by hand-picking exotic stone textures of marble,
granite and travertine, then challenging lithographic
craftsmen to replicate the natural stone textures and
colors in incredible detail... something that has never
been done before.

They succeeded, using an innovative printing process
that allowed for more depth and texture, giving the vinyl
a three-dimensional look. We combined this look with
custom-colored beading to ensure a seamless transition
from your pool to your decking and landscaping.

GLI Designer Series liners complete the look of your
backyard, blending with the luxurious surroundings
you’ve already invested in. These liners are built and
exclusively offered by GLI Pool Products.

GLI DESIGNER SERIES LINERS BLEND SEAMLESSLY WITH ANY
MODERN POOL DESIGN OR LANDSCAPING THEME.

gli designer series is

the new standard

the look of gunite, the value of vinyl
The better your inground liner fits, the better it looks and wears. At GLI we utilize sophisticated computer design and cutting
systems. This ensures that your pool liner is custom-fit to your order every time, even around details like steps, cut-outs and other
water features. Plus, we back our Designer Series liners with a limited 25-year warranty, giving you the peace of mind you
deserve.

adapting to the

latest trends

as pool trends change, gli adapts
One of the latest trends in the pool industry is dark based gunite pools. In staying abreast of these trends, GLI’s designers
worked to create two new patterns to meet the industries ever changing needs. These new patterns are rich in color and

*Black Granite

Rimini

contrast beautifully with the outdoor environment, while the tile adds unique detail to your pool.

The above patterns are available in 28 Mil only.
*Patterns available in full print floor (no tile border) with no additional upcharge. Rimini is available in full print floor (no
tile border) for an additional fee. See dealer for details.
Pattern colors depicted in this brochure may differ slightly from printed vinyl. See dealer for actual vinyl samples.

72 hour shipping...

*turin

*Valencia

*genova

The above patterns are available in 20 or 28 Mil virgin vinyl.
*Patterns available in full print floor (no tile border) with no additional upcharge.

AN ARRAY OF STYLISH

COLORS

EXTERIOR DESIGN FRIENDLY
GLI Designer Series liners are made using blue, tan or grey base colors to complement the natural colors in brick, stone, wood and
concrete decks. The colored base material also helps hide obtrusive or unsightly seam lines, that may be visible with standard liners.
The natural stone and tile borders blend with unique rock features such as; waterfalls, decorative coping, landscaping and other
details.

*roma

*milano

*napoli

Pattern colors depicted in this brochure may differ slightly from printed vinyl. See your GLI Dealer for actual vinyl liner samples.

72 hour shipping...

Specifications
When making the Designer Series of premium liners a reality,
we considered more than just aesthetics. These superior liners
look good, but more importantly they come with the quality
and durability you can expect from GLI.
FEATURES:
• Eight Euro designer-style liner patterns featuring
		 superior lithographic print quality.
• Realistic three-dimensional presence offering natural
		 stone colors and textures.
• Color matched liner beading—no more intrusive
		 generic white bead edge.
• Designed to complement the landscaping and
		 agricultural designs of the 21st century.
• Available in both 20 and premium 28 mil thickness
		 virgin vinyl.*
• Backed by a 25-year limited warranty.
		

*Rimini and Black Granite are only available in 28 mil.

Why Wait?

GLI will ship your Custom Inground Liner in
72 hours or less...

•
•
•

Program Terms:
Timing: 365 days a year.
Clock starts when clean Purchase Order is submitted and
received.
Standard terms and conditions apply.
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